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Al3TRA&T.

Thin study°investigated.the liays which good

differende-pder te&ders, and deficitvoor readet

grade'level'differ in,xtheir use of imagery while reading. Tf4rty s-

goodAreaders, thirty.differenCepoor readers;, and-thirty

poor eaders were 'selected'op the basis_of .ptanford stia \

Reading Test -scores fam a total of 236 fourtt grade students who,-

-formed_ the subject I. Thetekwere egu41 ndaters of boys and girls

n each reader grout, and the ' uijec were matched do SES using

parental'occupation as an index of SE S.-

These 90 subjects performed the following task::- Eac

read two passages one at_the-third grade level and one

2
,grade level. The subjects were instructed to stop at the

sentence= the sentence gave them.a ptsture in their mj.nd,

c
*ere asked to describe it the sentence did notIgive them a

,picture, they were Anstructed to say "no "- and to continue reading

Each subject alsons ered fiver comprehension questions about each

bf-the two passages.
. ,

The subjects' responses were-then analyzed

1i terms of three variables: I) number-of images reported or.,each

pasdage, (2) text depende y of the' images rep tter and or ompl

I

mess of the images reported , , The its- of this analysis showed

that there were significant'differenc between good reader% and

'difference-poor readers, and between good readers and deficit -poo

es reported and for the text dependency



of the mages rtd. !These di

465d reams rs. The differences be

or readers were' not significant Zoe

e no significantlice i£icant ifferences

COmpleteness the images repo
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urpose and Rntionale

The purpose of thisptudy was t nvestigate, how good readers,

_erence -poo rekders,and':defidi -poor -readera at the fourth grade
[

1
,,

, level differ i.ri the ay they use imagery.! Difference-pool readers
-...1

are defined as poor readers

Deer clomprehension skills

who have good:Word attack skills, but

and deficit-7poot readeA ate defined as.:

poor' readers who have Poor word attack skills and pdor comPrehension

Wills .(Wiener

/

& Cromer, 1967). This 'study was designed to provide
,

-

upport 'far-the asSumption- that good readers tus imageiry and

e it effectively hile poor readers either do not use it or use

ineffectively.

research literature provide the rat_ nale for this

st_ area ip research thateonc_ ng as a general-
.

Ty research in this area -trates that-

mages as they thinki #e _fiber and` -learn and ,

he background for making the assumption,that imaging---
le Teading,is an effeet ve learning strategy. The second area is

arch that investigates the relationship between imaging and

acting comprehen_ion._ _The_studles in
_

dy and provide the basis for

this'a area show the- need for

the research questions.
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avid 1974)4escribes

a. iival coding theory of kbovledge on hi g wn research -Pavia, .

(1974) suggests that,"verbal

sented and processed in-distinct but interconnected

systeis ' He refers to the system that, is

nonverbal information-are re

nonverbal.information as the "imagery system" and to the other that

Specialized for dealing with linguistic units and generating

,speech as the verbgl system. .Accordin to PaVip(1974) both systems

are capable of functioning in dynamic and flexible ways to'_ orga-

nize.0 manipulate,:or transform cognitive information." But Pavio

main point is that not only do these systems perform these fUnctions
A ,

independently, but they also perform them inan'interconneCted

The reciprocal assumption-that the

:systems are interconnected is necessary to

capture.the idea that nonverbal information

'can'be transformed into,verbal- or vice versa.

Thus objects can be named, noes, can arouse

images, or-such exchanges can occur between

Amages and words entirely at an implicit level

without being expressed in overt responses .

None-of-this impliesa. one-to-one
relationship between verbal representations anti

particularsimagea even in the case of the most

Concrete and specific items. InsteadI-assume

.that &word or a phrage'can arouseAlfferent
images, or an obIett or event different verbal

descriptions, depending on one's past experi-

ence and the context in which the 'referential

reactions occur.
(Pavio, 1974 p. 8)

Pavio based dual-coding theory on ,a series of experiments

itigated whether or not individuals used a visual memory



system to,mske conceptual judgments. Pavio asked his subjects to,.

indicate 'which animal or object in a pair

presentation conditions. Under the firs

presented as line drawings. Some of thes

congruent size relationship,,a zebra

was the larger ender two

condition the s -were

picture pairs depict_

was showi4 as larger than

other pairs the size relationship was incongruent, a zebra

shown as.saller than a lamp. Under the second condition the

were presented in t%Tord form. The word-pairs appeared with one

'In small print and the other.in large print.
'04

diiion, the relationship between the print size

a lair,.

as

airsp

As in the picture,con-

the actual size or' the anital or object

of the word pairs and

was sometime` congruent and a

sometimes incongruent.

.Pavio hypothesized that if people do use a visual memory syst

to make conceptual judgments pictures would have a more direct access

to this systeln than words. Thi hypothesis was supported. The

sUbjects were able to indicate which animal or object in a pair was

the larger significantly faster under the picture condition. Favio

further hypothesized that if people do use a .visual memory system,

should take longer to decide which animal or object is the 7larger

whe i the picture-pair shows an incongruent size relationship because

the individual would e)xperience a conflict between the tendency to

respond to the perceptual tepresentation and the tendency to respond

to the memory representation. However, Pavio hypothesized thai this

effect should not/ occur for words or if it did-occur it ,would be

much smaller because the words would first have to be decoded before



mages cduld,be.aroused. Thus the'ipdividual

4

ould not,experi-'

Conflict between tIe perceptual representation and the memory'
4

epresentation. Bdtkof'these hypotheses were Confirmed. T

reaction times were slower for the incongruent than for the congruent

ture condition,. hilt thig difference` was not significant for words.

Based on-these results, Pavio (1974) concluded that individualgjean

process information in imagina forte. But more importantly he

concluded that the picture-word differences provide clear support

that dual coding is involved. 11 states, "The reaction

sumably were slower in the words becausione mu

(.;

the verbal system in order to access -the image system."

-es pre-

go through

In Other

words, FaVio is suggesting that when an individual isasked to make

a conceptual judgment about concrete objects presented in printed

form the words must first bedecoded using a verbal strategy; then

the individtial compares the images held in memory. This sequence

essentially describes how information is coded using two codes,

visual and verbal.

This dual coling. theory when applied to the reading process

suggests that some information is processed solely by the.verbal

system, but some of the words that are read activate imaginal repre-

sentations. Whether information is processed in verbal form or in

imaginal forth would then be dependent upon the concrete and abstract

qualities of the words read, the readers experience with the words

and, perhaps upon the

and. imaginal sy tems

bmplicit ability of the reader to use the verbal

separately and in an interconnected` fashion.
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Kat and Pavia (19.75) further explored the-roles of imagery in

lettaing.1 The findings of Katz and Pavio are especially important

for the - present study because they suggest the instances in which

readers might use imaginal and verbal. strategies416-a combined, form.

Katz and Pavio first investigated whether or_not a concept. -lame such

as "a four-footed animal" could be reliably rated along an imagery

dimension. Forfy-two college students rated the ease with which 27

concept names evoked an image on a seven oint 'scale. Pearson Prod-
-, (c-

uct moment correlations between the average ratings of two subgrogps

of 21 subjects were computed. The resultant correlation of .90-

(p .01) indicated that concept names could be reliably rated:. Based

on these findings Katz and Pavio selected the three concept names

rated the highest and the three concept names rated the lowest for

additional experimental Manipulation. Five inst aces were chosen as

du instance of a four-footed animal. These instances were then-

represented as either simple line drawings or with the labels

these drawings. Next each concept was given a CVC label. F

example the concept of a four - footed animal might be labeled 1103%-

After a. trial where each of the five instances of a concept was

ith the concept label, the subjects were tested by asking

m tc supply the concept CVC label when just a picture om.label of

the instanc alone was presented. Subjects were randomly assigned

to

-

either a condition in which they were given explicit instructions

to use imaging or a condition in which 4te instructions were neutral

with pectlto imagery. half of the 'subjects in each condition
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paired - associate concept task just`, when the

instances were presented as simple line drawings Whereas the other

half performed the task when the instances were represented by fhe

verbal labels of the drawings. Eased on d alcoding theory

(1974), which asserts that- concrete events tan b cioded\both as

images and as words, but abstract_eVnts are more ikel tQ ba coded

m-only it verbal form, Katz and Pa4to (1975) hypothesized '

cepts rated high in imagery should be more ebsily attained 4bato'

concepts rated low on the imagery scale because,

subjects can make use ©f both a verbal and an imagery'syatem to solve
0

this prob =lem." Because they assumed that the subjects weiild be more

likely to code instances as images when they- were presented., pictorial

stimuli or given instructions'to use imagery than when they were

given ver ltsttmuli or in uctibns neutral with respect to imagery,

they ftrther hypothesized that pietutes and imagery instructions

would improve concept learning. All but one part of these hypotheses

were supported by the results. ,Concepts rated easy-to-image were

attained after significantly fewer trials than concepts rated

difficult-to-image and the learning of the easy-to-image concepts

occurred after significantly fewer trials When the subject6 -ere

instructed to image than when the instructions were neutral with

respect to imagery. The pictorial presentation did not facilitate

learning over the verbal nesentation.

The finding that the conceptp rated easy-to-image were learned

more easily supports the part of Pavio's dual coding theory which

suggests that certain concepts are processed by both a verbal and an
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imagery system Since these concepts are processed.in o ways they

O.
are learned more easily. ThelinditiF that instructions to Wage.

facilitated cancept.learning is of particular importance for this

study. The finding suggests that an imagery strate would aid

.

readers not only in simple remembering of what they read but also

attai_ing concepts and in understanding what was read.

Pavio, (1971, 1974) and,Katt a d PavAo (1975) studied the

imaging behavior of adults. Fourth_ graders were the subjects in this

study; therefore important to show that young chiliAELalso

use a visual memory hystem and also process information using a dual

code.,

Perlmutter and Myers (1975) tested the recognition memory of 36

four-year-olds under three presentation conditions Under tr first

condition (visual-only) the subjects were shown 36 small objects such

as a spoon.. The subjects were told to look carefully at the

objects 'as the experimenter put them into a box. Under it', second
4

condition (verbal -only) the subjects listened as the experime-

said the names of.36 objects that were in a box. Under the third

2

condition ( visual- verbal) the subjects were shown 36 objects and

listened to the names of these 36 objects as they were put into a'

box. 'After all the subjects were shown or told all the things that

were in the box, the experimenter asked them whether or not some other

things Caere like the objects in the box. For example, the subjects.

were asked there was something like a car in the Though the

subjects generally performed at a high level of correct response 1,



under all conditions, they ,performed significantly- better under the

r

visual -only and the combined visual- verbal qoAditione than they did

under the. verbal -only condition. Perlmutter and Myers Pointed out

however, that the subjects in one out of twelve cases spontaneously
.

k
said the-aameS of the objects that were presented under the visual-

only condition. Therefor-a-there w little distinction between the

visual-only and the combined visual - verbal modes of -prebentatiOn.

These results support those reported by ROtvio (1974) in several ways.

`first the results reported by Perlmutter and Myers suggest that f

year -olds do ue a visual nemorysysten. Second the, finding that

ur
,/

there was no signiiicant difference between the visuai-only and the

combined visual-verbik,presentation conditions and the finding that

most pf the children in the visual-only condition spontaneously

labeled a large percentage _fqtbeitems suggests that four-year-olds

process)information using.a dual code. 'These - results are important

for the present study because they caeh'rly-tndicate that children

have the ability to store information in memory in an imaginal foLu

ad well es'in a verbal form.

Levin, Ghatala, DeRose and Makold (1977) go a step further than

Terlmutter and Myers.(1975) by showing that children can be taught to

use a memory image as.a Learning strategy. Levin ct al., (1977)

showed fifth grade children a 36 pairpictorial rist.in which one

item in each pair arced. The subject were told to learn vihi6h

items in the pair was starred. that they could identify it later.

_

subjectsUnder the first experimental condition (Image-Trace), subjects were



told t61 note the crreet item during feedback, and then with a
.

icture of i t in their mind to turn their head away and to trace the

outLireIof'.the pictuiSitithe air with their finger,. Under the se-

and experimental condition (Trace), thesubjects were Lnstruceed,to

trace the outline of the correct item during feedback on't p of the

picture itself. The third experimental-condition was the control

where ro ehearsal Strategies were suggested. The finding of the

=

levin et ml., (1977) study was that subjects under the-image7T

condition performed at -a-significantly higher level of correct.

response than subjects under either the Trace or they control condi7-

ions. The finding adds, support to the finding of Perlmutter and

(1975) _at young children, in this `claw -fifth graders

use-a,vis4a1 nemory system The fecilitacive effeceof fm

instructions suggest-8, as did the finding of Katz and Pavia 1
ft

that imagery: has value as a lea _ing strategy

Saodgra mad McClure (1975) found that Instructions to image

*raved the recognition of wordsat a sigAilicantly higher level

than they did the recogniiion of pictures. The'finding is similar

to and support's the finding of ACatz and Pavio (1975). A dike- ion

of the Snoagrass and McClure study is included here because it

sr ports these other findings and helps to' clarify how individuals.
t.

,use dual coding.

Tortheporposesoftbeirstudy,Snodgrass and

represented 80 concepts th either a picture or its correspcetding

mane. After being exposed.tc each of the 80 pictures accompanied
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by the corresponding name, 130 undergraduate collegestudents were,

. given a study session where they were to learn 40`,of the 80-concepts.

Twenty of these concepts were represented by pictures and by

words: ;Subjects in the verbal instruction group were asked to

hearse verbally the name of each study item.. SubjectS in' the rage

instruction group. were instructed to image-the pictorial repreL

sentation of each study item. After the
, -

tudy session the subjects,

were tested. They-were shown 80 concepts; 40- ete the concepts they

had studied and 40 were distractor items. The subjects were to

44-tinguish betWeen the concepts they had Studied and the'digtrac-

tors,. The results of this study (Snodgrass & McCl'ate 1975) wer-e-

quite clear-cut. Memory fo 'pictures was

t1C,

-affected by instructions

but memory for words was improved by instructions to image signifi-
,

cantly more'than by instructions to verbally rehearse. The authors

suggested that subjects may dually code simple pictures naturally,

regardless of instructions, whereas dOal coding of-words may occur

only under imagery instructions. This finding agrees with the

viously described finding (Perlmutter 5,11yers, 1975) that four-year-

olds spontaneously p

object

Pavio (1971, 1974

Myers (1975) and Level

adults use a visual or

ovided a verbal label for visually. presented

Katz and Pavio (1975), Perlmutter and

et al., (1977) have shown that children and

imaginal system as they learn. Kati and

Pavia (1975), Levin et al., (1977) and Snodgrass at'd McClure (1975)



_eve additionally shown that instructions-to image can imprdVe

learning. Taken together, these studies demohstratethati

.a viable g neral learning strategy.

11

g ng is.

.
.

imairi7LaReadin_t-ehensionStrate--- Shepard (1978)
.

fends the role of the mental itagein human tho;4ght against critics ,
. ' .

. .

who maintain that mental imagery is secondary of even peripheral to

verbal thought processes. Shepard (1978), to demonstrate the impor-
,..

,tante of.imag6ry, cites fa_ scientists such as Einstein at

Faraday, who reported that mental images played a central .role in--
0 .

. the origin bf their creative ideas. Shepard indicate that the value .

of mental'imagqry is often doubted because it is difficult _o'empir-

ically stud; something _ inherent. Shepaid stresses that what

needed is

The studie

. i

information about the "nature af,the mental image itself.

reading and imaging reviewed in thi§-765;ter will
-

shot that .investigdtQr

trained) their subjects td .use imagery.-The_degree to whiah - readers

sporitanedusly,Use imagery, has

nature of the images

have generally induced (instrugted.or

findings

3 :

imagerY has'i tendenay td` improve reading comprehension, they. were

been investigdtad nor haa.t e

f6rmed while reading been studied

f the sudies, that willobe,reviewed,here show" that induced

Though ,the

nt clear-cut. Part%of the reason for this could be that it was not

knOWh if the subjects.in thesegtudies Were using an imaging strategy,

their own before the ind-Uced treatment. For this reason there is

a teal need to establish how.reader's spontanqously use imaging while



Anderson

all following the s

then asked 24 a511e

,subjects were asked

idde (1971)

k

constructed thirty simple sentences

12

me The NO1JN1 VERB the N0 2,. pattern. They

students to read the sentences. Half of these

form n image of the event described in each',

sentence. ant then, rate the =vividness of that image. The rest of the

subjects were instructed to repeat the sentence aloud three,times

-
an d then ,rat :its ,pronunciability.- A surprise recall test

:giVen after one presentation of fife sentences. The'test con

blank-where the subject was asked to in te.the rest of the sentence

d of

a mimeographed, list of the subject: nouns. Following each noup Was a

from memory. The subjects in the imagery condition recalled this

times as many worda as the subjects in, the pronunciability condition.-

. The authors argued, that the imagery instructions facilitated_

'learning by causing subjebtp-to proCess thesentences in a meaningful

k.
iashion. However,, fa oll wup study by AnderSon and KUlhavy (1972)

showed that-highschool students instructed to form-mental images

while reading a ascitge silently learned no more than those:askedto

_read carefully. An interesting sidelight of the Anderson and

Kulhavy study as- that on a post - experiment questio pore than

half of-the control group reported using mental imagery while about

one-third of the groni:oinstructed to use imagery said they did not.

47
It would appear that the way in which the subjects spontaneously used

imagery interfered with the investigators' instructions. Information

`about how readers n'ormaly rBe imagery could aid in clarifying-the

effect of,instructions to d age.
,



Lesgold, McCormick and,061inkoff (1975) trained 32 th

firth gradeils to comic strips ta-illustrdte passa

The training lasted several weeks-land included practice at

13

-d and

bey had

drawing the c rtoons. On the last day of training thechildren

told- to imag their cartoon rather than draw it and to use. their

image to remember what they- had read. Pater this ttaining. the

subjects were asked to read a passage and then retell 'every fact

possible from the story without regard to exact wording.- The due ry-
- 1 -

Subjects recalln-glgnifieantly more of the text.than the contol

1
pup.

Pressley 1970 also trained, childr atlthe de level

'15,63 use mental imagery in circlet to improve their memory of mater al

they had read. However, Pre aley's r fining la-ste'd only.,26"min tee.
,

The children were simply given practice pt forming men -al image and

they were shown examples images that -effectively represented what

had be0 read. The actual test task required the children to reed

and learn a 95D-word story. The story was constructed bythe n es-

tigaton to represent the type'of prose Material that third, grade-

encounter in.their school work. The stagy was divided into sectilor
1

and ea elr section was printed on a separate page. pages were
i

ound'in a booklet and every printed page'vas followed by a blank
. . i

age. The imagery gronp,igas instructed to read the material on t

rinted page and then to construct-'mental pictures Of, what had be n

Lead while looking at the blank page. The control subjects were

told to do whatever possible in order to remember
1

what they had
1-

read After reading, all subjects answered 24 short-anSwer questiohs



about.the story. Analysis of the

subjects -answered significantly .more

than the control subjects. Though the reutilta 1

d

4

gtitsti©ne artectl

ftSd bY- to gc1

al., (1975) and Pressley (1976)'sh hat 1.1 eti0114 to image

improved'recall, they.should be Vieiqed with oeUtion ascot-dill

Pressley (1977). in a,reliew of imagery childreWo laerhivg

ressley (1977) diScussed the Lesgoldst el. (UM and the Prewi

(1976) studies: Pressley (1977) said, ""hare t6 ate 4lietufbtA t111,4g

about the studies of imagery effects eiZ'.Ohtl

they read,. None of the de=monstrated ekfects

ppaat this statement he Vbints out that,

imagery subjects recalled 44% of the text 'hut c
o

and Pressle (1976) imagery accounted V only 6% o

Ne
trilanY for what

to

al, 9/5)

'It is possible that some of the subjects

(1975) and the,Pressley.-(1976) studies wets

31%

teptold

()ugly vq*08

imagery effectively as they read. If Ole was Otf the effect of

instructions to image would be reduced.

Le in-(1973) classified fourth grade

different -poor read4r$ and deficit-p

standardized test scores. One-third

classification 'were placed in each of

Subjects in the first experimental

bests

acb res.
V

12-sent ence story. Subjects in the second

rere given a itory in pictures (no w

group (reading with imagaiy condition) were taetru
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c";
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tense and construe _mag0"in their beads about he c7ten't of the

sentence. Ail, subjects then nsVered questions about the c ry. The

results indicated that

imagery condit li answered signiftcantly more ques.ti

_

he difference-poor readers in (the reading with

the difference- pc'or.readers ii the other two conditin

correctly than

The perform-'

ance of the_ good_ readers w essentially the same in all three
d- r -

experimental conditions and the deficit -poor readers ps ormed better

o the picture condition. A possible explanation forthe e results is

t g readers employ imaging spontaneously; therefo instruction

aging doe's not significantly change their performande. Difference=

poor readers do not empl y imaging spontaneously as they read_; there-

fo

before

training in imagery oes improve their performance. However,P

*-
tch an explanation can be accepted more information is needed

about how good readers difference-poor readers and deficit-poor readers

pontaneeusly use imagery while reading.

fc [ethod

The methodological prob em Athis study was that'it was ZiffiCult

h as'mental imagery as it occursto investigate a mental prdc

Ataneously without some ow effecting it by the act of investiga-

tion. The most logical solution to this problem is to choose a

hod of

spontaneous occurrence of the mental process For this reason, the

ahalysis of verbal protocols was the method selected to study how

nvestigating-that Anterfers as little as possible with the

fourth graders spontaneously fuse Imagery while reading. This method

keeps interference to a minimum because the subjects are instructed to

L.)
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simply verbalize or report what they are, thinking. They do not analyze -

'What they are thinking,or report the process they are using.

The analysis of verbal protdcols is a technique that has been

u'aed inthe past by'cognitive psychologists. NeWeU and Simon (1972)

used the technique to study how people process .information in order-

to solve a problem. For example, Newell and Simon asked subjects to'

verbalize what they were thinking, as phey were solving mathematical

pt.Olets or playing chess. Newell and Simon (1972) Atate--their reason

for using protocol analysis as follows:

We employ little experimental design using
control groups of the sort so familiar in

,psychology. Because of . . the focus on the
individual, and the fact that much goes on within'
a single problem-solving encounter, experiments
of the classical sort are only rarely useful.
-Instead, it becomes essential to get enough data
about each individual subject to identify what
information he has and how h'e is processing it

. . . Thus the analysis of verbal protocols
is a-typical technique for verifying the theory
(information processing), and in fact has become
a hallmark of the information processing approach.

(Newell and Simon, 1972, p. 12)

_ study investigated how individuals process verbal'informat on

(works on a page) as mental imagein their minds. As in the Newell

and S mn (1972) studies the focus was on the individual and a quantity,

of information was needed.

.eemcc1 appropriate.

Therefore the protocol analsii technique

thar support or using this method in this study came from a

reading-related investigation doneby Olshaysky (1977). Olshaysky

adapted;NeWell and Simon's (1972) protocol analysis technique fp-

reading research. She used the technique to study the strategies

4.,
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h graders use when they reed O1 hav .57 first, trained

.

er subjects-in the use of he.tedhrAque and then had each subje t

read a short story silently. The subject was instructed to atop at

the each clause,,which'Oas marked by a red dot and'talk about

the strategy he o he used to understand the aterial. The subject

did this-4er an entire sel ction and his or her verbal responses

were taped and later transcribed. These transcriptions ' analyzed.

by Olshaysky and several indepehdent judges for evidence eader

ategies. lfeader used a strategy at least five times it was

given a-desc ptive name such a 'use of context to de a word."

Nine strategies were

statistically signif

identified using this-nethod. To

nt differences

Probability Test. He results

readers

Olshaysky us

bowed hat readers

test for

e Visher Exact

h high interest,

ith abstract style -aterial and good readeraused certain

strategies significantly more often than they used others. These .

results indicate that the analysis' of verbal protocols is.an effective .

technique for the study how:readers process information as-they'

read. 4owever,-01shaysky's study was done with\tth graders and

concerned strategies used whit r ading. This study,was 4one with

fourth' graders and investiga0ed imaging behaViors while reading; there:

fore, it was necenecessary pilot test the protocol analysis technique

with fourth graders to determine if it woul&provide'Usable information

about mental

Pilot Test

TWelve subjects were selected from a large metropol
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system. Based on sachet Judgment, four of the subjects ere-

deSignated as good readers, four as difference-poor readers and four

_

-as--_-deficit-PoOr'readerS;,-4 esesubjects were then tested .Using.the

.protocol analysis tichnique adapted froui Olshaysky (1977

jects were told the following:

the sub-

You will be given three short stories to teed

silently.

You should read the story silently b stop

reading when you come to red dot. -At the doti

say "yes" if theentenceyou ,just read gives

you a clear picture in your mind or say "no" if

the sentence you:

or very unclear

gives you a Pi

-picture-as well a

st read-gives xou no picture

cture. If the sentence

ure in'your mind, describe the:

ou can..

You should continue readingand talking th

tmail.:YoU- finish the tor -read as though yOu

a

were you will not be interrupted. .

4. You will be tape recorded.

Each subjeCt was given a practice session to.familiarize him or

her with the procedure.and the tape ording: After- the subjects'

oral responses were taped, they were transcribed and, matched with the

corresponding sentences The data were then analyzed.

One pf the .deficit-Poor-readers showed a high degree of dis-

tractability wring -the pilot testing. Her responses were therefore

considered invalid- and not.included in this analysis.



Table 1 shows the results of a Count he mean number of -ages'

formed by each group Thedifferences in.the number rf - image8 armed
; - -

by each group were _compared using. the 14ann4h tney U test were

cally significant'differences between the number'of images

...

fOrmed by-the good readers nd the:nce7poo readersAnd be endiffere

the taffetence poor r an-poor d-e-deficit-poor readers at the .014th
----i. -:

level. There were-no significant differenaS in- nUmbet=of_images

formed,between good readers and deficit-poor readers....)

.Reader Types Oilot)

GOOd. Readers

Si.' -23

S2 16.

5.3 17.

S4 17

S 9 18

S10 11
Sll 20

Following tMs quantitative analysis, the mental images repotted

by the ele en-subjetts-were qualitatively analyzed. This qualitative

'analYsiwyasperformed on two'Variables. The first text dePendeney,

was selected.as a'Measure Of -.how accurately the images reported,.

reflected what was stated in the sentence read. The second, complete-
1

ness, was Selected as a measure of the degree to which the reported



wages contained the facts and ideas. presented in' he ori kinal-

sentence--

ext, dependency was rated as elther high with a low

with a- '.Completeness was rated . fork,complete; for partial

'

nformation, and (1) for not complete.' :A second. trained ,judge--a

instruction'
=

graduate student in'curriculup and independentlYrated the

subject desponses using the same criteria aa..the investigator had

used. -.Two contingenc'Ptableswere then prepared to show, the in e
.

judge-relighilities.

Table 2 shows -tlie frequency of. agreement /disagreement between the,,

two judges. The in.t6rsection of row "1" and column "1" fore __amOle

is the number of responses judged "one" by both judges.. The inter-

section of row "1" and column 2" is' the number of respodses judged

by the investigater and 'one by judge-two The intersection of'
.

and column

('
judge one and "one1,' by judge two,

the two judges,Was'calculated by adding the numbers in the left t

the number-of response Audged-"three".by-

The proportion of agreement between

right diagonal and by dividing that sum by. the total numbe
t.

repotted and wilich"was 158. The result

wages

that .compu ation

Table 3 show tho response judgements for completeness ". The

proportion .of agreement betweenthe two judges Onfthe completeness

variable was calculated, in the,s e way as the proportion of agreement
.

text dependenty. The result this talculation for.complteness



=

Frequency of Agreement/Disagreement: Two Judges'

Judge One (The Investigator)



-.Using-the investigat alidated passage dependency

22

, .

n e ss ,the good, difference-pobrand.,defiat poor -readerawete
.

compared Using the Kruskal-Wallis one-way a alysis of variance. Since

eacW subject read three passages, one at the third, grade level, one

At the fourthgradeleVe4 land one atthe'fifth graderlevel,-the three_
-41

groups'wete compared,pn the scores for each level of difficulty and on

the combined scores for the three passages. The results - revealed no

significant ,differences among groups, at any of the levels of material,

and no-significant differences ampng groups for the combined scores.

difficulty level ihe material in the pilot-ranged from

'gra0 e td grade five. However, all subjects even the poor

.

readers, -read the material at all-three levels. The Kruskal-Wallis

one-way,analysis'of variance showed no -significant' differences..within

groups for number of images. formed, for passage dependency,.or for

cotpleteness as the difficulty level of the material increased.

Discussion ofPilot Test Results. The prima y purpose of the

pilot test was to devej a means, of gathpring and_analyzing

quantitative:and qualitative data on the, imaging behavior of good-,:,

differende-poor and deficit,poor readers. The-pilot test showed that

the protocol analysis-technique-can,he used with fourth graders.

-Good, difference-poor and deficit -poor fourth grade readers understood

the procedure and were able to respond appropriately. The Comparison -

the passage dependency and the comp]etendss scores of the

investigator and atrained judge showed that the transcribed responses

the fourthgrade subjects can be_avaluated with .a high degree of

consistency aPd on these pilot teat findings it was decided that



the protocol analysis technique would= e used to gather the data for

this study. -The;specific findings Of the pilot tests were inconclu-

sive in,themgelve because of the small,nuMber of subjects dhd

no standardized measurevag,used to determine ..the reading_levels Of

the subjects.

Definition of Terms

.study

rep

The.key terms-that-are used throughoUt the discussion o this

are summarized. and defined in the'following,list.

o leteness: A measure-of the. degree to which the images

d. after reading e. a-senteuce contain n-the facts and ideas

sented in the sentence..

Deficit-Poor Readers:
. -7--

both the -word atta k and the

Diagnostic Reading Test.

2

pre-

Readers who score below grade-level on

comprehension subtests of'the Stanfdrrd,

Dual-Coding Theo The theory developed by Ravi° (1974) which

suggests thatverbal and non-verbal information are yepresented and

processed in disrinetbut interconnected symbolic systems

C,(344pd= Readers who score at or'above grade level on both

the word attack and the comprehension snbtests of the Stanford

Diagnostic Reading Test.

Imaging: The formation of mental p Lures as a way o

ceasing information.

ProtocolApalvslsi The protocol analysi for L is study con-

sisted of counting 'the number of images repotted for each sentence

V
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d. scoring :the text depenciendy and the completeness of the repthrted

ages .

measure of'haw.accurately the imageS-ceported,'

after reading g_ sentence reflect what ,.was stated in the sentence.

Specificu ose.for the Stud

Based on the relevant research literature and the results of.the
,

pilot test, the specific purpose of the study can be stated:`. Tik

purpose,. of the study was:to-invistighte:how good.-readers,tlifference-

.poor readers and-deficit-Poor:readers differ in the lumber of image--

they report, the text dependency of the -i .ges they report agd.the

completeness of the images they report when reading both easy and

difficult text. The following research questions were developed to

investigate this problem.

Research Questions. The major questionposed for.this study Woe,

:How do good readers, differenee7pOor readers and deficit-poor yeaders

differ in the way they use imagery while reading?

ecifically answer this question four Subquestions

Will the difficulty. level of theMaterial effect

the-way-good readers, difference-poor readers,

and deficit-poor readers use imagery?.

Vill-thf number of images reported b- different

for good,readers, difference-poor readers:and

def cit-poor readers?



7 Li

Will the text dependency of. the- images reported °b

different good readers

dud deficit-poor readers?

diir nce-poor 'readers

Will the completenebd the- images reported be

ferent for good: readers difference -poor readers and
. .

deficit-poor readers.

25

Re searoll- theses. Based on these questions nine nondirectional

hypotheses were generated and stated in the There

mot, enough available evidence to support -direetibnar.ipredictions. _

ypothei`e Vines There-will be-no ignificant differ-

ence between the number, of images reported by the

"'good fourth ,grade readers and the number of images

reported by the difference-poor fo4irth grade readere

on ,both the easy and, n the difficult text.

Hypothesis ,Two: There will be no -significant differ--

_ence between the number of th es reported by the

good fourth grade readerh -and, the number images

reported by the deficitpoor-fourth.grade readers on.
.

both-the ea .y, and on.the-diff -cult text.

u.

Expothesis Th ee: There will be nific-ant
\41

efice between the-number of imaged reported by-the

difference-poor fourth grade readers and the number

of images reported by the deficit-poor fourth -grade
e..



readers on both tpp, easy and on the difficult

text.

.Hypothesis EIRLIE: There will he no ignificaa- differ.

,once. between the text; dependency scores of the geod

fourth grade readers and -the text He6pridency scores of

the difference-poor fourth grade reallers on both the

7

easy and on tex

aipifidant differ-

ence between: the text, degehdency scorea,of the good

fourth grade readers and the text dependency aceres of

the deficit- poor--fourth grade readers on both the easy

and on the difficult text.

1-1 vpothesis fix. There will be no significant differ-

)

ence bitween the text dependency scOtes of the

difference -poor fourth grade reader and the text
,

dependency scores of the def pos r fourth grade

aders on both the easy and on th difficult .t

H _(_,.. )tin,/en.: There will:be n significant d er-

ence ibetween the completeness scores of the good

fourth grade readers and the completeness scores of .

the difference-poor fourth grade readers on bc(th the

easy and on the diff u_

Hypothesis Eight: There will be 00 sig0ific

ene between the completness sthree of the good fetirth



grade readers and. e completeness scores of the

deficit-poor fourth grade readers on both the easy

and on the difficult text.

Hypothesis Nine: There w.

-27

be no significant differ -

between the completeness scores cif the

difference-poor foOTth grade readers 'alidth

rr-1 5

ness scores. of- `th'-,dficit- poor,. fo4th grade readers

----on both` the easy and on tie difficult



CHAPTER TT

Method

The p ocedures used in:this study were based-on- the Pil test.

-described in Chapter 1 and relevant research literature.

Experimental Design

The design for this study was 3 factorial with three

dependent variables; The analysis was done on the simple effects.

There were two levels of material (easy and difficUlt ) and three'

reader types (good, difference-poor-and deficit - poor }'. The three
*

dependent variables were number of mental images eported, text

dependency scores of.the mental images reported and completeness

scores-of the mental images reported.

Subjects

subjects selected for this udy came from-three se i -rural

school Systems in southern Wisconsin. Each system had approximately

2000-3000 students. Two fourth grade classes participated from one

system, three classes participated from the second and seven

participated from the third.

.,:iThe phonetic analysis the st uctural analysis, and he com re-'

bension subtests of the Stanfoid Dia nostic Reading Test, Green Level

(1976) were administered to these twelve classes by the investigator.

:Because the test was given in the seventh month of the fourth grade,

grade level was set at 4.7. The phonetic analysis and the structural

28..
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analysis-subtest scores were averaged

scote. Subjects who scored.

a cembined o 'attack

or above grade 1/evel on:word attack

And romp ehensidn were designated as. good readers. -Subjects who

,scored-at or above grade evel orcthe word attack but below grade
-

level on- comprehension were -designatad-a, difference ---poor readers.-

.

Subjects who score below grade leVel on the word attack and the

comprehension were designated as deficit -poor readers. Tab -e 4 shows

the number of subjects by sex in each; made

TABLE 4

group.

Number_ o -Male and'Eemala Good; Difference-IToor

and Deficit,Poo :Readers

Good D erence-Poor Def 'cit,Too

Boys 72 22 29

Girls 80 16 15.

125

111

236

Since the purpose of` this study `was to invest g e maginal dif-

ferences between good and poor-readers using easy and difficult_

material, it was important to minimize differences due to another

Q

factor such as past experience. Because there might well b,e greater

variation in the.pa t experience of children f om different socio-

economic g ps than Ehere would be in the eXpetiences child-ten,

from a similar SES group; all subjects sefected from the subject pool

Baker (1957) states, "the single item mostwere matched on SES.



social class indices occupational posi

Baker'indicates that thereare Several-reasbns for this;- the first As-

that a lob represents a "relatively full-time,functionally significant

easy to. determine a person's job.

.Therefore the occupations of the- parents.

the subject pool were used as a determiner

Pa

each of the subjects

each subject's SES.

ntal occupation for each subject was obtained .from school files.'

The Cbnter's Occupational Index described by Baker (1957) was

selected to categorize the occupations of the subjects'-parents.

.Center's index has nine categories and includes specific deseriptions

of occupations included in each

categories are as follo

Large business-(

Professional (dot

-engineers, etc.,

Sma busipess

Whitecollar works

Farm owners and managers

Skilled workers and foremen

Farm tenants

Semi-skilled workers

-Unskilled workers and farm laborers

With few `exceptions the parental occupations of the

poor and deficit-poor readers were at or below 4 on the

male difference -poor eaders,Center'-s- .Index. Of these sub etts,

male deficit-poor reader,-and 1 female deficit-poor reader were
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eliminated from the subject pool. One difference-poor female subject

whose parents' occupations' ere-categorized under "2" on the Center's

.
Index was retained in order to have 15 females in each reade- group.

Next, using a table of random numbers, 15 male difference-pbor readers

and 15 male deficit-poor readers were selected from the pool of male

difference and deficit-poor readers. Since there were only 15 females

in both the difference and deficit poor reader groups no random

selection was-possible. The final step in the subject selection pro-

cess consisted of randomly selecting 15 male and 15 female good

readers
-

*lose parents' occupations_ ere at or below "4" the Center's

Occupational Index. In all, 90 subjects were selected, There were 30

subjects in each of the three reader groups with equal numbers of

boys and girls in each group.

r

Materials

Each subject was asked to silently read two passages,-each fifteen

sentences in length. One of the passages was at the third grade level

of difficulty and the other was at the fourth grade level of difficulty.

Since one focus of the study was on how fourth grade readers typically

image while reading, material was selected from the Scott Foresman

Reading System (Aaron et al.r, 1971) in order to reflect a typical

classroom reading task.* Five multiple choice comprehension quest

were developed for each passage:W* T questions were of the

literal recall type'and emphasized botlntent and sequence. Two

*See Appendix A for these passages.
**See Appendix11 for these. questions.
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udents in curriculum and instruction reviewed the passages

and the comprehension questions ali,4 agreed that the question' did

validly test the content of the'passages.,

J3rocedIre

Each subject performed the task on an individual basis. The.

subjects were tested outside the classroom in a quiet corner of the

Instructional media center in their school= The investigator first

asked each subject:

"Do you know what I mean when 1 ask, do you have

pictures in your mind?"

With few exceptions, the subjects responded immediately, indicating

they did know what was meant. The few who said they did not know were

-asked if they ever imagined things or they could close their eyes

and still. see the room they were in. In all cases several sentences

using different terminology served to clarify to the subjects what was

meant by pictures in your mind."

The subjects ere then told the following by the investigator:

"I am trying to find out if kids have pictures in their

minds when they read. There are no right or wrong

answers for what I will be asking you. I would like

you to tell me as well as-you can what is really

happening in your mind when you read.:00o you-under-

stand?

The subjects usually indid-that they did. They were then shown

the practice exercise and were told by the

A

vestigator:



would like you to read this passage silently

to yourself). Whip you come to the red dot that is

at-thelend of each sentence, 'I would like/You to

stop. If the sentence you just read gives you a

°picture in your mind, I would like your to talk about

or describe ,.he picture. If it doe not give you a

picture say 'no" and go right on reeding until you

get to the next red dot and then shop and do the

same, thing. Go right on readingJand talking like

I-IL--
this for the rest of thepassag

Many of the subjects understood these directions immediately and

performed the practice exercise with little or no prompting. Some sub-

jects paused --for more-than a secend or so after reading a sentence.

When asked what they were doing, th usuallY responded with a state-

ment indicating that they, were looking for or trying to form a picture

in-their mind. These subjects were instructed not to try to make a

picture come, but to read the sentence and if a picture came to their

mind immediately to talk about it, if it did not. come to ;their mind

say "no" and go right on reading. Several other subjects appeared tc

be repeatingverbatim what they had read. These subjects were asked

if they were really tasking about pictures they had in their mind.

Thege subjects indicated that they thought they,had to say something

at the end of each sentence. In these cases the directions were

repeated again stressing that it was neither right nor wrong to,have

or not to have'a mental picture.

After the practice session and afar the subjects indicated that
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they understood th_ _odedure each subject was told the following by

the fnVestigator:

Twoui& like you to do-again exactly what you did

in the practice session: Read each-sentence

silently. -When-you get to the.red dot stop and if

the sentence you just read gives you a picture in

your mind talk about it or describe the picture.

If the pAptence did not give you a picture in-your

mind:say and go right on reading. Do this

or the entire passage. I will not stop you or

interrupt you. You will be tape recorded.".

The tape recorder was there but.not running during the practice

sesion.r 'Being told that they would be tape recorded seemed to have-

lietT effect on the subjeCts. SeVeral asked who would listen to

them. When told that only the investigator would, they proceeded with

the task without further comment, After each subject clad completed

the.fi -t passage in the manner just-described, he or she was asked to,;

answer the comprehension- questions for that passage. The subjects

read each question silently and then circled the one-statement in

four that was the best answer to that question. subjects were not

allowed t look back at the passage while-answering e questions nor

were th67 allowed to go back and change an answer. This procedure

was followed in exactly the same manner for the second passage.



CHAPTER III

Results

The verbal protocols collected from the 30 good, 30 d ffekence-

poor and 30 deficit-poor readers' were transcribed from the tape So

that each self- report image appeared beneath the corresponding

sentence An id itification number was assigned to each subject's

responses to Aid objectivity during scoring. The investigator did

not knOw if the responses were-the verbal protOc-ls of a good reader,

a differencepoor reader or a deficitpoOr reader. These verbal

protocols were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. The

results of protocol analysis were then statistically analyzed.

Analysis of _verbal Protdbols

The quantitative analysis of the images reported by the 90 sub-

jects was done by taking a count 'of the number of images reported by

each subject for each of the two 'passages.

The qualitative analysis of the images reported was done on

variables: (1) text dependency (t what=degree does the reported

image relate to the sentence read?) and (2) completeness (to what

degree does the reported image contain the facts end ideas presented

in the sentence read?). Text dependency had been rated as either high

or. low on the- pilot test. However, a revipw of the pilot test results

.showed that some responses could not be accurately scored using a

two-point scale. For this reason, a scale of three was used to rate

35
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:t dependency for the present study. A selfreported image with a

high degree of text dependency was Aated (3), a self-reported image

that was partly textdependentwas rated (2) and .self- reported

image with a low degree, of text dependenCy was rated '(1). The complete-

ness rating used for the present study was the same as the one used

for the pilot test. A self-reported image that was complete was

rated (3), and -a self -reported image that contained partial inforta-

t4on was rated (2), and a self-reported image that was not complete

or contained little of the information presented in the sentence read

was rated (1).

Iler2dge Reliability. 'After-the investigator rated each

,subject's responses, a second trained judge independently rated the

subjects' responses using the same criteria the investigator had

used. Table 5 shows-the frequency of agreement/disagreement between

two judges") The intersection of row "1" and column "1" for example

is the number of responses judged "one" by both judges. The inter-

section of "1" and column "2" is the number of responses judged

"two" by the investigator and "one" by judge two. The intersection

of row "1" and the column "3"- is the number of responses judged

"three" by judge one and "one" by judge two. The proportion of

agreement between the two judges as calculated by adding the numbers

in the left to right diagonal and by dividing the sum by the total

number of images reported and scored, which was 1369.. The result

that computation was .79.
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TABLE 5 w

Frequency of Agreement /Disagreement Two Judges'

Ratings of Text Dependency

Scoret
Judge One (The InveStigator)

2

1 2

247 61

37 281

1 49

285 391

3

126.

554

693

- 321

444

604

1369

Table 6 shows the response judgements for completeness. The

proportion of agreement between the two judges on the completeness

P

variable was calculated in the same way as the proportion of:agreement
-tp

4for text dependency. ;he result of this calculation for completeness
,

was .78. The responses from two subjects and the scoring of those

responses by the two judges are presented in Appendix C as an example

of the scoring procedure.



TABLE 6

Frequency of Agreement/Disagreementv)vTwo Judges'

Ratings of Completeness

Score Judge 0he (The InveStigator

1 2

7

410

32

2

444

3

15

342 81.

32 316

1 '412

564

455

350

1369
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The results of the quantitative 'analysis of images reported

by the 90 subjects (the number of images repdtted for each passage by

each subject) and the results of the qualitative analySis (the

investigator's text dependency and completeness scores) were then

analyzed by performing eighteen planned comparisons. Planned

comparisons rather than an omnibus F.test were used because specific

experimental questions were developed before the data were collected.

Table 7'shows each of the planned comparisons that were made and the

corresponding hypotheses.

Analy- i_

The mean number of imaget reported by each reader group for the

'easy and for the difficult text was first computed. Because there



TABLE 7

Hypotheses and Corr sponding.Planned-Comparisons

Good

versus

Difference-Poor

SuMber of Images i

Easy Text Hypothesis,

A One

Number of Images

Difficult Text

Text Dependency

Easy Text

Text Dependency

Difficulty Text

HyPothesis

Four

Good

versus.

Deficit-Poor

Hypothesis

Two

HypotheSis

Five

A

Qompleteness 0

Easy Text
Hypothesis Hypothesi

Seveneven Eight

Difficulty Text

pl

Difference-Po r

versus

Deficit-Poor

Hypothesis

Three

Hypothes

Six

Hypothesis

Nine



were la sentences in eatn,passage the total number of self-repotted

images pos hip was pass
1 ,

The mean text/der/en Acy scere-and the mean comPleteneaS7Store

for each subject, waS.omputed by totaling the investigator's. text

dependency:and_completeness scores for each=of the passages an*.

dividing that total by the number of images the subject reported on

each passage. The maximum pos ible score for both variables was 3.

Using these mean scores from each subject .a mein text dependency

score-and a mean completeness score for each reader group was computed

by totaling the mea 'subjects in that group,- Table 8 shows the mean
/.

number of images ported by each reader group, the mean text

dependency score and the completeness score of these reported images.

Sample co arison values were then computed by subtracting one

mean from pother for the comparison of interest. Table 9 sh s these

comparison values which are grouped by family. Each family consists

of comparisons between good, difference-poor and deficit-poor readers

for one dependent variable for one level of material.

Dunn's Multiple Comparison Procedure- (Kirk, 1968) was used to test

'for significant differences between means. This procedure results

avalue for the difference (d) that particular comparison in a

family, must exceed in order to be declared significant. Dunn's

Multiple Comparison Procedure insures that the experiment - wise or in

the case of the present study the family-wise error rate will be kept,

at a reasonable level by splitting up the level of significance

among a set,of planned comparisons. The familY-wike error rate for the

present study was set at_p < .05. There were 3 comparisons per family



TABLE 8

Mean Scores, and Standard, . Deviations for Three Readers
Croups for Number of

Images Reported and Text Dependency and Completeness Scores

Number of Images x

gasy Text SD

Number of.Images Jr

Difficult Text SD

Text Dependency 1r

Good

Readers

9.900 6.633

3..845 3.873

9.767 7.067

4,500. 4.234,

2.454 2.013

Difference -Poor

Readers

Deficit-Poor

Readers

6.333

3.933

6.267

3.939

1.927

_Easy Text SD 1.4323 .7342 .8343

Text Dependency

Difficult Text

Completeness

Ea$y Text

Completness,

Difficult Text

1( 2.45V, 1.918 1.902
e _

D i4610 .7307

I
s 2.005 1.826

SD .4934 .6214

1.900 1.664

SD .5188 .6399

'.8824

1.679

.7760

1.563

.7750

8



Family, of

Comparisons

TABLE 9

the Mean Square Errors

and (d) Values Needed for Signifi nee'

(d)

MSE Value

Number of Images 15.084 2;410*

3.060*Easy Text

kfilmber of Images

Difficult Text

17.898 2.682**

3.328*

Text'Dependency

Easy Text

Text Dependency

Diffictitt Text

.474 .439**

I

.508 .454**

Completeness

Easy Text-

.411 .409*

Completeness .426 .417*

Difficult Text

p .01

< .05

Good

versus_

DiffereAce-Poor

Good

versus

Deficit-Poor

Difference-Poor

versus,

Deficit-Poor

3.267*

2..700 **

3.567*

3.50P*

.300

800

.441** .527** .086

.532** .547** .015

.21, .261 .043

'.258 -7:294 .040



e- -which resulted in p .0167 per comparison. ,In addition to showing

the sample comparison values, Table 9 shoWs the mean square error f_

each group of comparisons and the (d). or:difference value each com-

parlson in a family must exceed in order to be declared significant.

Comparisons One and Two were significant at the p < .01 level.

Therefore there ipsufficient'evidence to reject. Hypothesis One:

There is no significant difference between the number of images

reported bithe good readers and the number of Images reported by

the difference -poor readers:on'either the easy or on the difficult.

Though' H dthe is One was non - directional, inspection Of

Table 8 shows that the mean score of the good readers was higher than

the mean score of the difference-poor readers. This in cater that

he.gbod readers reported more images than the difference-poor

readers on both the easy and on the difficult text.

CoMparisons Three and Four were also significant at the p < .01

level. There is sufficient evidence to reject H othesis Two: There

1

is no significant, difference between thenumber of images reported

by the good readers and the number of iMages reported y the deficit=

poor readers on either the easy or on the difficult tet. Though

Hypothesis Two was also,non-directional; inspection of Viable 8

shows that the mean score of the good readers was higher \Vian the

mean score of the deficit-poor readers. This indicates that the

good fourth grade readers reported more images than the deficit-poor

fourth grade readers on the easy and on the difficult text..

7.)



Comparisons Five and Six -were not significant Therefore .

Hypothesis three is accepted. 'There is no significant d fference

betweenthenumber of images reported by theAifference-po r foUrth

grade,readeis and the number of images reported by the. deficit -p

fourth grade readers on either the easy or on the difficult text.

Comparisons Seven and Fight were significant at the p < .05

level. Therefore there is sufficient evidence to reject Hypothesis

Four: There is no signif icant difference between the text dependency

scores of the good fourth grade readers and the text dependency scores

of the difference-poor fourth grade readers on either the easy or on

the difficult text. Though. Hypothesis Four-wee non -d ctional,

inspection-of Table 8 shows that theamean score of the good readers

was highet than the mean score of the difference-poor readers, This

indicates that the good readers had higher' text dependency scores

than the difference-poor readers on both the easy and on the

difficult text.

Comparisons Nine and Ten were significant at the p < .05 level..

Therefore there is sufficient evidence to reject. Hypothesis Five:

There is no .significant difference between the text dependency scores

-f the good fourth grade readers and the text dependency .'scores

the deficit-poor fourth grade readers on either the easy and or

the difficult text. Though Hypothesis Five was non-dtrectional,

inspection of Table 8 shows that the mean score of the good

readers was higher than the mean s of the defieit7pept reader



Thiedndica es that:the gopd readers had:highe_ dependency

:adores than the deficit-poor readers on both the easy and on 'the

difficult text.

Comparisons Eleven and Twelve were not significant. Therefore

Hypethesis Six is accepted.

beeWeen the text dependency sc_

There-is no significant difference

of the difference -poor fourth

grade 'readers andthe text dependency scores of the deficit-poor

fourth grade readers,on either the easy or on the difficult text.

Comparisons Thirteen and ,Fourteen were not significant. The e-

fp Hypothesis Seven is accepted. There is no significant difference

between the completeness scores of the good fourth grade readers.and

the completeness scores of the differeneepoor fourth grade readers

on either the easy .or on the difficult text.

Comparisons Fifteen and Sixteen were not significant Therefore

Hypothesis, Eight is accepted. There is no significant difference'

between the completeness scores of :the good ,fourthgrade readers and

the completeness scores of the deficit-poor fourth grade readers on

either the easy or On4the difficult text.

Comparisons Seventeen and Eighteen re not significant,. There-

fore Hypothesis Nine is accepted. There is no irificant diffetence

between the completeness scores cf the difference-poor fourth grade

readerS and the completeness scores of the deficit-poor fourth

\grade readers ,on either the easy or on the difficult text.
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SuRplementary Analysis. Th ee.additional questions were of

interest for this study. First, would there be a- difference between

the performance the easy text and the performante on the difficult

text for each reader group n'all three dependent Variables? The

mean scores.or the-easy text-and the mean scores the difficult

text presented in Table 8, were compared for .each.readet group on

all three dependent variables using the t--test for matche d'samples

(Rays, 1973) The critical value for t .01/2; 29dt 2.756 "Table

10 shows the obtained t-value for each comparison.

TALE °10

t -Values for Mean Score Comparisons te weeb

EaSy and Diffidult Text

Good..

Readers
Difterence-P0 -Deficit-Poor

leaders Readers

Number of Images t = 415 t = 1.142 t = -17

Text Dependency t .008 4 t .917 t -=. 24

Complete ness t .-- 1.650 2.170 t ----. 1 4 4

r.
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lione bf the tvalues in Table-10 exceeded the critical value.
St

There re `no significant -differences between easy and difficult

text_ far any of the three reader groups on any of.the three. dependent

variable-

Second, would there be - differences among the three -reader

grouis the comprehenti6n s cotes for both,the easy and,the difficult

tpci3 tab_.Le 11 shows the tnean comprehenslon scores and t ie standard

deviations of these scores for each of the three reader groups

both the -easy and for the difficult text.

TABLE 11

Mean Scores :and Standard d-Deviations for Three Resider Groups

for Comprehension Scores on Easy and ors Difficult Text 1.

Good . Diffetenc or' Deficit-Poor
Readers IteidepiL Readers

,Easy. 4.900 4.600' 4.400
Text sp X 21.5 .7240

Difficult X. 4.933 /4.533 4.033
Text SD .2537 ,/ .7761 1.0662

a di ference. among the three reader groups on the eo prehension

sobries on the easy and on he di fi alt text as statistically

;'-analyzed using the Scheffe Post.- RoC-Gorsparison procedure following-
.

an .F teat which w s significarit at 0048 for the easy fbct.and

-.001 for the difficult text 'Table 12 ho _ the &if



the means of th comprehension scores for th easy and for the

difficult text and indicates which 'compar e significant -at

the p CL laved

TABLE

Differences Between Mean Comprehension Scores,

and the Near' Square Errors Among the

Three Reader Groups

Family of Good 'Go Difference -Poo
-Comparisons M versus 'versus versus

Difference- Deficit- DeficitrPop:
Poor Poor

comprehension .134
asy Text

.300 .500*

omprehensipa .601
ifficUlt Text

.400 .9(0* .500*

.01

-;Table 12 shows- that tern were significant differences bet=ween

the comprehension scores cif the good readers and the deficit-p

readers on the easy text. ,There were also significant differences

betWeen the c prehension score cof,the good reade s and the deficit-

poor readers and between the ' difference_:poor readers and phe defi

poor readers on the difficult text
!

Third, would -there be- a relationship between Imaging beh.avior

a pass ge and the comprehension scores on that same passage?

Table 13 shows e Pearson Product Moment conrelatibn bet -_en the
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comprehens ion scores on each Of the two passages and the three

dependent variablps: number of images reported, text depeLldency and

_doaip1eten.ess scores.

TABLE 13

Correlations Between Comprehension and the

Three Dependent Variables for the

Three Reader Groups

90 Number of image

Easy
Text

Difficult
Text '.203

TeX.UDependency

.102

.172

_mpleteness

-7.009

.062

In order to determine their significance, these correlations_

were transformed to Z-scores. The.significance of these Z-scores

as then determined by-reference to the Z- Table,

Only the correlation

on'the easy text and the
er

:246 between the comprehension

umber of images reported for the easy text

was significan at the p < .05 level. Table 14 shows the Zirans-

formation scores and the lcance level thesscores.



TABLE 14

mations Between Cow tebBisiom and the

-Three Dep nt Variables and the Significance

Level of- these Transformations

asy 2.344
.019-*

Dependenc

-Difficult
Te*t .Q55

:953
.340

1.622
6105

.084



=- CHAPTER IV

Summary Discussion, Limitations and Implications.

_ gated-the ways in which good.This study

readers

their Use

aderp d fterence-

efieit-p readers at the fourth grade level differ

difference -poor`; re

Thirty good readers, thirty

nd_thirty deficit-poor readers were selected

a t tal ofon the basis of Stanford Diagnostie'ReadintreSt scores froM

23e, fourth grade students.who formed the subject pool. There were

equal .numbers of boys and girls lach,readergroup and the subjects

matched on SES using parental-Occupation-as an

These 90 subjects performed the following

two passages, one at the third grade level and

level. The

sentence. if th

at the-fourth grade

subjects were instructed to stop at the end of each-

entenee gave_them a picture in their mind they were

asked to describe ic. If the, sentence did not &lye' them a picture,

y"were instructed to say "no" and to continue (reading. Each sub-

also answered, five4'cOniprehension questions about each of the two

pas sag s. 7he subjects' responses were then analyzed in terms of

tree variables: (1) number of images reported for eaCh'passage,

(2) text -depende of the images reported

the images rep

and (3) comple

The reeUlts of this analysis showed

significant differences between good eadeis

readers and between good reade s and deficit-po

151

eness of

that there

nd difference-poor

eaders for number



images reported and f endency of the images reported..

TIe differences hetNien difference-pooriiand. deficit-poor readers

riot significant for-a f the variables, and,ther elwere no

-cant diffe ences.among any of.the reader groups

the iaages reported.

Discussion of tie Results .

To aid in interpreting the findin

-
udy will5i discussed first. These include: :the - results of the

ie coraprehedeion scored, the'finding of

differences between diffe'rence-poor and deficit-prior readers

.of the variables

easy and difficult text= among any of 'the_reader groups for anY'dfithe
.7..

the' findihg of/no significant differences betwe

.dependent variables and the, implications of'aatchingthe:90 subjects

on ex and sm.

The primary purpose of the comprehension questions at tile,end

each passage. was to discover -hether or not the subjects had at least-

a general understanding of, the two passages. As Table 11 shows the

mean comprehebsion.score for ,each reader group for each level_of.

at least f-- ' correct out of .the five questions. Thi-

indicates that as a group the subjects appeared to have an adequate,
-

understanding of the'two passages, However,

Table lZ shows, there were signifi

groupp.olith comprehension scores particularly between the good

should be noted as

. .-

teen reader.nt differences bet

readers and-the deficit-poor readers.



The hypotheses for this study, which statedthatdWerence-poor.

and deficit-pporredderS would differ in te'way.they used lma4e:y

udy reported by Levin (1973) which

showed ;that these two

nsttuctions to,image.

difference-poor. yeaders

performance of the defic

thi

mprovedtoby

esponded differently when

study,the performance of the

4 , -

such instructions, butf-the

-poor reader=s was not. Levin explained

Aifference by_ ;suggestin g that the superior

the difference

1-rilageVy,

sor readers e

ctiOns b

ordattack skills

le&them to take adVantage of the

the ;d fieit-poor readers were inhibited

e poor word knoi

the erformances of .tli

ledge. Howev

rdifferen

reldersin either the'treatmenc group or

he

gi

wet

stigate imaging belavio

efore, not

Len' no

Levin did not directly

c -poor with the deficitpoor

the control group; nor did

1 phe d

truttiong, V to image were

erens in performance

ally due to the abili tyo r spond to imagery instructions

here was a: difference in 't he way the two reade-
I -

irragery prior to without intructi6n.

if t groups used

The results of.this study suggest that the imaging behaviors of

differ.ce-poof and deficit-pwr

tiong are given. 'They clearly

ences in perfe

eaders we re du

poor readers enabling ;-t

a-

par

rs are,similar when no instrue
sa

conclisidn that

en-t- difference-poor and defidit-poor

superior Word attack skill' o

r

the difference-

respond to the instructions.



The

behaviors

groups can ornnbined into one

to imaging beh

The finding

Af
significant differences between the imaging

difference-poor and-deficit-poor _aders imply that .both

ategory of poor reader0 with regard-

no significant differences between the easy and

the difficult material-for any of the three reader groups on-arly of
-,_

the dependent variables is an important finding for, two related reasons.

First, it indicates that the subjects in the three eader,groups used

agery in the same way even if the difficulty level of the mate

This finding supports attributing any differences found

between` the- g behaviors of good and poor readers to their

-ipg ability rather flan to.their responses. to the difficulty level

the material. Second-,-

xfferent content Again,

between pa6sakessuppo

reading ab=ility of the.reader

to:the content.

easy and the difficult passage% had

inding of no signifiCantdikferences

any differences found to

., The high level of cot

than to the reader `s response

ct responses on-the comprehension questions

indi:cates hat the subjects umderstOod What they were reading, at< least

at a 1 al level. The result of no significant differences between o

difference-ppor and deficit -poor reade

variables indicates that these-two reader

anyof the dependent

ups can-be Considered as

one group of-poor readers for this study. The finding of no

significant differences between the subjects' perforance on easy and



difficult aterial among any of the' reader groups

dependent variables, combined with theimatching of the

sex and SES,, supports aasociatin any/differenees found

ences inthe reading ability

the

subjects

h differ-

e subjects rather_than with the

level-of the _terial, the content he material or the experimental

ba.ckgrounds.of the subjects.

The finding that good readers reported significantly more images

an either the difference -poor or the deficit-poor readers is based

/
on an objective count of the images re orted by each

nclusion is straightforward :

readers:

reported by Levin (1973) which showed that instructions to image did

not improve the performanc'e of good reader

readers-image more-then poor

This finding provides some insight into the results

BaWed'on'the present

appears that good readers spOntaneously-uie- imagery .while

reading Thetefore 'it -is not surprising that instructions to use `a

tegyithat the good readers were already using on their own would

have -little effect. Lesgoleet ala. 1975). and-Tressley

good and-average- waders to 'us'e imagery. Thoughign

(1976) trained

cant-results

in vorof the imagery training.were reported fbr boW'studieg,

Pressley (1977) 1 -indicated-that none of tie demonstrated effects
a

esent study indicates, the good readerswas very large. If, as the p

in. these studies spontaneouely using imagery, it is also not

-agery wouldsurprising that the effects of training in

be reduced.



dePendency

eaders had significantl

scores than either the difference-poor

readers is ba
. ,

the analysis of the investigator's ratings, which
- =

Were shown to be consistent when compared with thef-tatings- of a second

judge. This finding indicates that the images reported`-by the good
;-

readers _ore scloely reflected what- was actually read than thmages
, _

reported by the poor readera._ The method of analyzing text dependency

used for the present study was designed to give an overall assessment
.

of that variable. However, inspection= of t verbal protocols
. , 4, -., r ,

,
_

indicates that more specific analysis could provide additional

information about reading and imaging. For example, specifically ho

do good and poor readers differ in the text dependency of the images

reported, an_ w can this:difference telly da about the comp

of good _and- poor readers? Fos example, j.nspection ;.of the. good and
.

readers,' protocols shows- a tendency for gOod readers to-sometimes

report- an image that got text depend'ent when they are making a

'guess aboUt why apart cular event is haPpening. However, if

next sentence p oVides the reason for the eyent,- the good rea

_usually correct their guess and re/Port a text dependent image

next sentence. For- examplo-fgr

"You: look like yet

the Pentenee, :hat read:
-

Could use a swim rizht now,"

:_negood reader reported the folio ing'image;

A_boy-wearing a swim suit, because the:other boy

Said he could be, ready: ta swim now.

The image Of a boy wearing a swim suit was not text. dependent because



no mention of a

represented the reader's

-as given in the sen

trying to understang

he could use a swim'.. The next sentence read:

To ash some of that d off

-age the good reader reported this sentence was.

"Oh' He was wearing-

'This particular reader was able e a correction ,in the image

reported based on new informationprovided by the next sentence.

T4AS behavior on the part of readers-proVides some:Tevidence1

that readet canUse verbal' and ,tthaginal codes separately And togetha*-

in,a very flexible and dynamit way. This type of behavior demonst

that Pavio's dual-coding theory is applicable to the reading process.

Poor readers, however, did not-app ar to deal with imaging while

reading in this flexible Way. There was a tendency oh the part,

poor readers J 9rt no image for. a. sentence that did not

theirprevious image or

Instead of- changihg

es-

einforde-.

to -'dependent. imag

he image ce, graders

,et the information in the sentenc to ad

the information.tO fit a previous image.

e'Significance of the differenee between good.and poor
-

extdependenty indicates only that the two reader groups

differ on ,this variable but it also provides direction for further

investigation:

The finding that there were no significant di.fgerences among any

eS

the threer-eader groups for pleteness of the images reported is



alsobasedontheanalysisofthe investigator's ratings which were

to- be consistent when compared with the ratings of second

fudge There are two.possible explanations for this finding. First

it=ispossible that the suble left out or Could. not 'adequately

verbalize-all details, or aspects of the mental picrUies they had.

Though it would. have been-possible to,-probe the subjects for more J.

Serail this would not have been consistent with the verbal-prdioCol
, f

analysis technique. It ould be pOSsible t further inVestigate.tbe-

completeness variable by probing the subjeCts for more detail Ss they .

-reported theirmental,

and poorrea_._ really do-not

es. The =-second possibility is that good-

in the completeness

images they have when they read. erhapscompleteness is not,a-

variabl that 'can be associated with mental -images -.

Limitations=

A number of limitations must in mind when intei-preting

study. The first limitation concerns the scoringexults of this

of text dependency and .-completeness. -The scoring of these ,t46

variables involved making a judgment 'based on a general iMpression o

the text dependency and the completeness of'the reporfed images.

Though these scores do giVe a general impression of some of the

qualitative differences in the images reported by the good-and poor

readers, the interpretation of die's-co

due to the:lack:

e done with,caution,

systematiC scoring procedure. In, addition, the.

scoring procedure did- not..take nto account the di ferences_between-,



wimple,, compound and complec sentences. All sentences, eve the

compound ones1 were scored as one sentence.

A se end limitation of this study as the use of self--report,

the form of ::verbal- protocols, to ca lect data on the imaging behav-
--

fors of good and poor

to be a useful research tool & Simon,.1971) and (Olshaysky,

eadera. Though this technique has been shown

1976) the subjective nature of the technique must be noted.

Two other limitations of this study concern randomization

and.generalizability Though an attempt mare made, to randomly

select'all 90 subjects this was not possible with the difference-poor

ind defic r-poor girl readers because of the small number of subjects

in these groups in the subject pool. All the girl difference-poor

:readers exept. one and all the girl defiat-poot readers in the

subject pool performed the experimental task. The second limitation

concerns the selection

P

select classes randomly from the entire pulation of fourth grade

classes in the three school districts. Because of this limitation,

caution should be used when generalizing the-results of the present

of classroom units. It was not possible to

study beyond the sample population.

Implications

hejindings and the methodology of this study have a number

ions forrJurther research. T pecific findings indicate

a as for further research. T1j thodological problems of

is ;study give some indication of how uture researchers might

_lEeed differently.



The result of significant differences between good and p

readers for text dependency supports further investigation of how

60

good and poor readers diffe an s variale. dne possibility for

n fiction of thissuch investigation was described in the discuss

chapter. A related topic would be to investigate how

images to help then' sequeneerthe even a sage.

protocols of the good readers showed that

tendency tcOmild from one image.

readers use

The verbal

this reader group had a

e next so.that their self-

reported images re d the entire sequence of thepassage. The

passages used in this study giie e narrative; another possibility for

further research'would be to investigate whether or not the imaging
',...

be aviors of reader differ between narrative and expository material.

Finally, fourth gra,ders were selected for the present study; further

investigation findings with grade levels other than fourth is

indicated to determine if imaging while reading is developmental in

,nature.

Following further confirming evid 'there are instructional

Implications for the results of this study. If further 'research can

show how good and poor readers differ in the text dependency of the

images reported, poor readers might be instructed in how to image.

Inspection of verbal protocol about the wages the subjects
t i-

\

in this study had when they read shows .that this tethnique (verha
. .

report of 'mental images) could have value for.diagnostic puyoses.

The images rePortpd by the poor readers n this study ftequently

show h6w the reader misinterpreted what was read. (Sae number 48 in
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Appendix C for anexample of a protocol of a poor reader.) -Given

thiatypeof information it would be possible' to deternine where d

how the reader bec*elconfused.

Hethodol- ical Im cations Future Resea The -results

id the methods used in the present study have a: number of inplica

tioni for future research.

The problem posed for this study, tow do good and poor reader
1

ffor in_the:wayAthey_nse_imagery- while-reading, was a difficult
.

in.70qate becausaitr is-imposaible, to investigate a cumple

pro ng it bir the Act
i$

echnique TjSs selected 14,canse it appeared to
/ -,

4 . .
, L

e' least 'with the on -goingdrocess. The major problem

stigation. The

his ethod-.-was that there was no objective wa to determine if

s =were in fact reporting the pictures they had in their

e assumption was made that the subjects would report what

they 4ert asked to report.

A second methodological problem of this study was the analysis,

of the verbal protocols. The qupsitative analysis simply requirOa

count of t
a

aages each subject reported. .However, the qualitative

analysis,idolved selecting qualitative variables and developing.

appropriate pethoda to analyze th Text dependency and completeness

were selected .as the two variables. to be analyzed for this study

4

because they rep e ed two important aspects of recall about a

sentence: the.the degree tc which tir- hailed' material reflected whaX
!

actuall ated in the sentence and the degrees -to which the



material recalled contained the information presented the sentence.

However, it is important to noto that only two qualitative aspects of

the reported mental images were identified allg,arialyzed for this

study. ,,,Other qualitative dimensions remain to be identified and

alyzed. For example, inspection of the verbal protocols Showed

chat some readers reported image that sequenced the events in the

,passage Lt appeared that these readers were using images as a way

of organizing th :terial they had read,

sequence or organize mi.te_ial that been read would be a

qualitative-variable for rnmlysis in ftttur inmestigationh

and reading.
e

A third methodological problem of this study was

text dependency and completeness. react: dep nde ,an

were scored on a scale from one to three based onaa gellet,a

f low text dependent a d how complete the reported ,in4ge was.

systematic procedure for scoringmajor -eas;

The
--m-

cTepenaen as

not developer. was that it appeared that an image and ,the-

hat Image was unique to a particular persent. Ms ,a reault,

image might not be strictly text dependent but it could still aid

eader in'processing the information in that sentence.

example for the sentence in the firs age that read:

"But I glad I have Rowe time to Jiecid

kind." (Kind of Atrp14- e he or

ood reader p- ted the foliowitg image:

"I see a boy paging though a book

For

all kinds

th

_ pictures of airplanes. Be's



trying; td decide-what kind he wan

fly when he grows

The image of a boy pag

up."

through a book trying,to decide what

kind of airplane he wants to fly whervhe grows is a reasonable

one to have for the parti-ular sentence. that was read. Yet strictly

peaking it was not text dependent because a boy pagibkthrough.

.bookwas.mot mentioned in the original sentence. For.this reason

text dependency was bored On he basis of a general impression in

-der to take into account the unique and flexible ways that readers

use imagery, One possible way of. systematizing the scoring o

dependency, would .bebe o rate this _variah using a larger scale and

to include nuphe if dimension in this-scale such a

nrot the repOited image is reasonable given 1a particul
-"

The scoring of completeness was also based on a gener

tsioa However, the scoring of this variable could be syste

for future investigations by comparing the number p

the original sentence With the number of propositions ire he reported

image.

A. final methodological, implicattionkor future research concerns

the relationship between imaging and comprehension%

this study showed that the correlation between the comprehension

scores. on the first passage and the number of images reported for

that p spage was significa t at the p < .05 level. the correlation

between the comprehension score on the second passage and the number

f images reported or that passage was significant at the p .05

results of ,

level. In addition there were significant differences among the



coMprehension snores of the three reader groups. Though thes

difference in comprehension scores did nor exactly parallel the
L

differences in the number,. of images reported among dhe three Mader

64

groups, there ryas some correspondence. There significant

di fetences between the good readers and the deficit7-poor readers

:bath the easy and the difficult textat the comprehension scores

and significant differenee6 between dhe good rea

poor-readers-4o r*Mber,

difficult text. These resul

ges'r

and the deficit-

while reading and reading comprehension. Fhture investigations
E.

several Modification of the methods used in this diUdy might clarify

this relationship.
_

For example,:thecomprebension.questions used in

this study measured comprehension drily et s. literal Level. In order

to bet nde t _d thedrelationship betweenimaging and reading

co prehension, it would be important to also measure comprehension.

at an inferential level. in addition,:onlv five questions were asked

about passage in this study A. final suggestion for f t -e

;search would tie 'develop mire questions to improve' the .geliability

the- measure.
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Practice._ passage
Th rd Grade Level, Passage

. and
h Grade Level Passage

PRACTICE

Pip-ter and Penny were delighted with the cabinwhere

their family was

fireplade. And

hungry as bears

Spending the weekend. There was a huge

there were bunk'bede.- The boys Were as

_

and gobbled up the potatogoupo , dhlacen

'and het e o 'their mother . d for supper.

-They wapted to try out ,the' .bunk beds sdi they went to bed

right after supper.

I ,



o flya ane. But I 'm

glad L have some time decide what kind. if `l fiew,a

passenger Plane, I d take any whole class for a ride'., My

friend Ernest. ouldbe my'oopilbt. Linda could he the,

stewardesS. "Fasten your safetY belts,please, .Linda'

_would say. Then start up the engines. Brrummm,

brrummm, brrummm. I'd wait fo 'clearance from the control.

4 j.
tower and taxi down the runway Then the engin would

,

begin to roar. BRRUMM BRRUM,141'and off we'd

into the sky, high over the'clouds.

up, up

'd'lOok down, .and
..

the clouds would bd---a4-1 white and flUffylike ktil-shed,

potatoes, If I flew a ,cargo plane, I'd fly, to India an

bring bae two, baby e, hahts for the-6
L.

them over the ocean and cycle around
tj

tents; Then I'd,land on the circus groundb

the ramp.. The elephants would melld the ricPCorn and

peanuts, andAhey'd lift their trunks and squeal..



Muskrat iWal

Albert and off mood as we walked himus
_

, , ..

from school, The eather :was so nice .we'd taken a detour
, ,

around by Muskrat Wallow the most beautifql place in

Glenwood. Tlere were woods ira Muskrat Wallow, c=omics and

cedars with a good smell and, sticky pines andsquirrelt.
4

rabbits,, birds, and.sometime
1 ,

even deer. Therd'We e all

kindS-of pretty flowers toot especially in spring, and

close to the creek some -deep green moss grew :that was as-
-.

soft to 'walk

"Boy,' Tr

as expensive carpet.

, the creek sure looks good today," A.lbE
. /

.

said "Soon it'll be warm enough for swimming again."

ooked at him and laughed': "You, look like ,you

could/ use 4 swim right now," I said. "To methh some of

that mud off you

Albert lOoked down at his school clotheS, which were

a 'mess, as usual. If there was a tree, Albert had to

climb-it; J.there was a hill, Alberi'hadto roll down. it

and if there wasta mud pUddle, Albert had to fill in
.

Merriweather Was waiting 'for us. When she saw

Albert, her eyes and mouth opened:wide.

been?" she demanded-.

"Plaing in Muskrat Wall 14:" I said...

"Where have you



:Appendix B'.

Comprehension Questions

Questions

What did.the person telling-the story want to do

he or she- grew up?

a. Build a house

h. .Become a fireman

c. Fly a plane

d. Drive a truck

2. What did the person telling the story have to waif for

before taxiindbdown the runway?

a. -The person had to wait for clea arice frog

the control tower.

b. The person haettO it'i -he engines to

warm -up.

The person had to wait all the passen-

gers to get on.

The person had to wait for the snow to stop.

What Aid the person telling the story say

looked like?

a. White cotton

A snowy field

-Mahed.poeatoes

d. pped cream
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What dicLthe person telling the story. say he or. she
_ .

would bring back frog .India?

A..tiger.

rge -elephant

Two baby elephants--

A snake

Why rc uld theelephants=lifttheir trunks and squeal?

They were 1a0 td get ,off the plane

.b. ElephantS.alvdays.dothat.-

d. They. Smelled.the pop6prn , an_ peanuts at.
.

the circus.

They wire angry..

--)
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Questions

-o. chool ih the story

Albert..

b TrUdy And her mother

Truly

d Albert and Truth'

What Aid d were Trudy and Albert n when they

walked home from school?

a; 'A sad mood

b. A, had mood

A good mood

An angry mood

Muskxat Wallow .was

Albeit

An ugly swamp

A place where nothin -could lZve

d. A beattiful. place

d A. scared. PlaCe

would soon he warn enough:to.

P- ng

o swimming

HuA it:'r frogs r

Throw tes in the creek_
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Appendix c

8cering of lierbi Protocol 79-'

T.D 'Text de deny - Completeness
chi 11;,egree text dependent 3 -4 - complete

2 = ,partal text deperxdency , *2 = partial
I = low degfee o n-f text dependency - informatio

,_ complete14---- not complete

_If lew Pjan.e

`entente. ,11ead:

-I grew up..-I'mi g9it
4rbal Pre

-*

see a.
that fahea
a plane_

-4tle boy a,

hp gicwa-
,

t /glad have some

plane. T.D.

Saipo y ng
4 4

to ly

hat kind.. T.D.

nape a bop: with l .he se airp

i Ong' wlch-o Bing towhiff on
to fly.

flew a passenger plane, I'd takethy hole
class for a ride.

I see him riding in an ai p 6 With-
his, Olassmates

My friend Ernest would be my copilot. T.D.

I see Ernest sitting' in a chair
beside him in the cabin the front
orthe plane.

Linda could, be the stewardess.

I see -a- lady as a , stesy rde
f- ,

"Fasten pant Safety belts,,. pleas Linda would

i

sa (---' T.D.
- .,

-
see in.da by the mike -a 'king :and' C.

T.D;-

0 0



saying, "Please fasten your seat blts.

Then I'd ate t the engine. T1'D.s-
br'rurnmm

k.I see he piano staring
8. I'd wait for clearance :frcim fhe eontrol dr-

and taxi down Ole

I see hirn
getting clearan e
the runway and .then

the enginei would begin '.t& rya

ct-phone,
off on

D.

C.

A10. .B BRRITMIK;an4 off wV 4 go2L-up,. .up into T.D.

I see real §Ig above the Clouds;
lI. We'd look down and the clPuds would be' all whit 'T 3 3

.and fluffir-L-like -mashed. po:cato&s.,,-

I see -him and the 6:th6r u looicting
-down at !the clouds. _ T k like
mashed potatoes.

If I flew a cargo plane, India 'and tiro -g T.I.-

back two baby elephants b6r ireus.

80

C. 2_

tt7p-I see hi flyin4.-16e,ck- from ndiar.
,; and. bringing 'hack .. two baby elephants

%d fly them` over =Ole ocean' an Ir le around until
saw the tents.

I 'set iarn flying -t1 =le s _over
the ocean he me; dents=

glen I'd Maid -.on the circus,- grounds aid Rlet them
do he ramp.

e-
,I s e an elephant lrig Ou of a c

an nit°

2

..
2



15. elephants word smell the popcorn and p'eanuts, T.

and lileY'd lift their trunks and squpal.-

-r.s hem lifting their trunks and

makin funny noises.,

81

Total of 'images 14 T.D. score 2.857' C Score 2.429

-Muskrat Wallow

Albert and I ware in a good mood as e walked home ,T.D.- 2

_from school-.

I see -two.kids'Walking home from school

and tejling jokes.

e weather was So.nice-we'd taken a detour around'

Udkrat Wallowthe' mOst beautlful:place in

nwbod.

see -hem walking aro place
that's maybe a fort.

There Were woods in Muskrat Wallow, oaks and
refs,

T.D.

,with a good smell and sticky pines--add q rrels,

rabbits, hiraand sometimes even deer:

seer:-therft.walkiKg pugh dswood and

seeing, all sort nimaAs acid 'different

kinds of trees.:

Thete were gl kinds of 'et erstpity
in, spring, and `close o thee -cc k

So des green mods grewm)kt was asF:soft to

wa on as expensive carpet.

1 See4them picking flowers ands e g
,

a i l sclkrWof pretty kinds andI s- them

walng on some Toss that feels like-
i

expensive.carpet. r

Boy, Trudy, thcree
'Albert tsaid.

%-
ti

sure looks lood today,

T.D."

T.D.

1 see Albert-talking. to hs r e ting,

"Boy_the creek loff ood.



"Soon it'll be warm enough for sW
0

I see Albert saying "Boy, oon it'll
be arm- enougp . for swirming. again."

I looked at him'and laughed.

I see Trudy ghing at Albertt..
"X"Au look .like you could use a swim=right.pow,"

said:

I see Trudy saying 'tq eAlbert "Boy
,

you look -2_i_ you could use 'a swim. 0right now. A, 3,

ash that mud

Rea /Trudy lookinri- at Nib
saying he's got MO- on h.
take a swim: td get the mu

4.>
Albert al looked di.5x;n1_ at his school- clothes

mess, 4-s usual.

Albert looking_ et' his,
clothes, s4eing that they're
dirty they 'usually are

c41,.

a- a tree, Albert had to climb it;hl Albert had to rollOwn.--
here Was-A mud puddle, Albert ha

pictgre Albert get
dirty fire falling into a
Me .weather was, waiting

8ep a lady waiting for the
saw Albs wee nd mouth opened wide.

eing -Alert with hi
Nloth her motith



"Playfig Wallotv," I said15

Total II of images 14 T.6. score 2.857-
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tk
Tt dependency

high degree bf text dependency
partt- text,dependlency

1 r= 1010'd e of text dependency

Tompletenesa
3 =.:complet_
2 partial lnformat

Information
1 =-not Complete

Sentence Read:

Whet' I grow up I'm going
Verbal Protocol:

4

ply a

But 1'1n glad I ha s me alma to decide

I see somebody trying to decide.

of kind.= T.D.

If I flew passenger plane, I'd,take my whole T.D.

class for a rides

My friend Ern

C.

T.D.

I .see thi
plane.

,Linda could j6
*_,.

I see a girl
giving.coffee

"Fasten youi

Then I'd sta
hrruimml.

N A

ur the

When the._engite starts'the(PropelLer
5 around':

.



I'd wait for clearance from the control tower
and taxi down the.runway.

4

Thdn the Pgioes .. would, begin to roar.

BRRUMMM, BRRUMMM and o we'd 'go up, up T.D. 2

into the sky high over the clouds.

How they're going to go up.

We'd look down and the clouds would be all w
send fluffylike. mashed potatoes..

Like:'somebi
potatoes d:

thinking:of.mashed.
eating theth.._

If I flew a cargo plane, Ild fly to India and
bring back two baby elephants Tor the circus.

I'.d fly*them over the ocean and circle
un 1 I saw the tentsol.

When-people a.re,camp
tents.

n- they I ave.

14. Then I'd land on the
down 'the ramp

`15. The el ants would smell the popcorn hd
peanuts and they'd lift their trunks and squeal.

`.Total 11 of a es T. 1.571 ca 1.143
---C=7

Albert and I w e 1n Osgood mood as we walked
othe from -sc

ee a boy wh ftwas .walking hothe
id 'mood,



The weather was so 'nice we'd taken a d&t,otir around T.D.-

by Muskrat Wallow the mpst beautiful plhce-
Glenwood.

There were woods in. Muskrat Wallow, oaks and
cedars with a #d smell and stick spines - and
squirre birds and som s even deer. G.

zee a. whole bunch of air

playing Around and havin'

86

.,There were . ilr kinds. of pre ttl.: flowers tc o,' T.D. 2

-especially ink spying, and close to the cl aek"--some
deep green moss grew that was as s to walk on-
as expensive carpet.

Thereo_s A whole bunch flowers°
ike ,a flower bed.'

qY
Albe

Trudy, 'the creek sure looks good today,

-said. 4

"Soon it'll be warm enough for switorning again.

I see the two boys swimming.

I looked at -hill and laughed.

"You look like you uld use now,

I said:

r Like they We
lake an& go

"To wash some of that mud off you."-

TO get the mud off.

Albert looked down at his school clothes,, which
were a mess, as ustal,

y oto go 'into the
wim.

the 'boy who has a
mu -his shirt and acke

T .1) 2 2

C. 1

2



:there_ was_ a trce,,.Alber climb it
'there was a hill, ,Albere had to roll down it;
andrif there has raid puddle, Albert had to

F -fall in it.
zee him climbing-up a tree -and

railing dowl? .a hill, and..doitg., dm
other, things

She was surprised that Albert was
all muddy and ,stuk'f'. ;-=

l'4. "Where,have, you beenr she demandedj:

She was getting red.::.
mad.

15. aying in Muskrat Wal " I said.


